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Abstract
We describe an approach which facilitates and makes explicitthe
organization of theknowledgenecessarytomaproboticsystem
requirements
qnto
an
appropriate
assembly
algorithms,
of
processors,
'sensor$,
and
actuators.
In order to achieve
this
mapping, seveial kinds of knowledge are needed. In this paper, we
describe a system under development which exploits the Computer
Aided Design (CAD) databasein orderto synthffsize:
recognition W e for vision systems (both
2-D and 3-D),
grasping sltesfor simple parallelgrippers, and
manipulation strategies for dextrous manipulation.
We use an objecbbased approach and give an example application
of the system to CAD-based 2-D vision.

1. Introduction
The overall objectiveof this projectis to explore the useof various
kinds of knowledbe, and in particular CAD (Computer Aided Design)
representations and modelsas a basis for the visual recognition and
maniplllation of bbjects for robotic applications. Thus, CAD-based
robotics
applies
to real-world
analysis
and
manipulation
of
workpieces, including Computer Aided Manufacturing (e.g., loading
NC machines, process control, etc.), Computer Vision
for Inspection,
as well as assembly. We have developed techniques and algorithms
which allow the interactive antj automaticgenerationofCytIpUter
vision
representations
and
geometric
models
of complicated
realizable 3-0 objects in a systematic
manner.
'These
representations and models are obtained using available Computer
Aided
Geometric
Design
(CAGD)
techniques.
We
have
also
developedalgorithmsandreasoningtechniqueswhichpermitthe
automaticsynthesisofrecognitionstrategies.Anobject-based
approach is used (built on COMMON Lisp), and these objects are
then executed 10 analyze a scene. We describe a 2-D ihspection
application below.
This work is a step forward
in the direction of bridging the gap
between the fields of CAGD and computer vision In so far as the
issues related tu representationandmodelingof 3-D objectsare
concerned. This work provides a fundamental understanding of. the
requirements and the role of boundary/surface models in computer
systematic way of building object models,as
vision.Itprovidesa
opposed to the ad hoc techniques currently in use. These models
can be used in the recognition of objects in 2-D images for tasks
such as photo interpretation, navigation and guidance. We are also
explon'ng their use for finding the orientation
and position of 3-D
objects in space for their manipulation by robots. The long-term goal
is theautomatedassemblyofobjects
withpartsdesignedand
manufactured using the knowledge
in a CAGD system.
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Studying such issues will also take us a step closer to computer
aided prototyping. The rapid designof embedded electromechanical
systems is crucial to success in manufacturing
and
defense
applications. In ordertoachievesuchagoal,itisnecessary
to
develop
design
environments
for
the specification,
simulation,
construction and validation of muhisensor systems. Designing and
prototyping such complex systems involves integrating mechanical
parts, software, elearonic hardware, sensors and actuators. Design
of each of these Kinds of components requires appropriate insight
andknowledge. ThSs in turn has givenrise to specialcomputerbased designtools in each of these domains. Such Computer Aided
Design (CAD) syst,ems have greatly amplified the power and range
of the human designer. To date, however, it is still extremely difficutt
to address overall system issues concerning how
the components fit
together, and how the complete systemwill perform.

It iscrucial to develbpadesignenvironmentinwhichthese
multiple facetsof system design can take place
in a coordinated way
such that the descriptionof one component can be easily interfaced
to another component, even when they are radically different kinds
ofthings(e.g.,
a c W o t algorithm,amechanicallinkageandan
actuator). The designer should have the freedom to try out ideas at
different levels of detail; i.e., from the level of a sketch to a fully
detailed design,Figure
1 shows thegeneralsetofcomponents
required in the system we envision. The use of the CAD database
provides partof the solution to developing such an environment.
The
system
described
in
Figure
1 consists
of
four
major
components:
1. the MultlsensorKnowledgeSystem
(MKS) this
specifiestheknowledge
of all availablealgorithms,
processors, actuators, sensors which can be used in
systemconstruction; in addition,otherknowledge,
such
as
environmental
constraints
(e.g., lighting,
obstacles, etc.) can alsobe specified,

-

2. theComputerAldedGeometricDesign

(CAGD)
System - this is an interactive design system which
provides geometric desigh and analysis capabilities,

- this is
essentially a primitive task specification language for
the userto identify thO task (e.g., 2-D visual inspection
for structural defects), and

3.the Requirements Specification Interface

4. the Appilcatlon Speclflc Rules- these rules take as

input the task requirements specification and use the
knowledge in MKS
and
the
CAGD
system
to
s)inthlJsbe a system which satisfies the requirements.
Thus, thetulesthemselvesencodedomain-specific
knowledge for the application of interest.
Finally, the synthesized systems are packagedas "Logical Sensors"
andarethenavailable
in theMKSsystem
as futureSystem

resources. For example, an edge detector may become a separate
Logical Sensor.

2. CAD-Based Robotics
In this section, we describe the components of our CAD-Based
Robotics approach. The two major components are the Multisensor
KnowledgeSystem (MKS) andtheCAGDSystem.Thecurrent
CAGD system that we are using
is the Alpha-1 system, while work is
undeway on theconstruction of MKS. Wearedevelopingthe
system in the context of several applications projects, including 2-0
visual
inspection
[SI, 3-D computer
vision
[lo] and
object
manipulation
with
both
simple
parallel
grippers
and
more
sophisticated dextrous hands
[l
I].

2.1. The Multisensor Knowledge System
Much of our previous
work
on
multisensor
systems
has
concentrated on thespecification of suchsystemsandreasoning
about their properties. It is necessary to be able to describe both the
parameters
and
characteristics
of individual
components
of
multisensor systems, and to be able to deduce global properties of
completesystems.Although
it maybepossible to deducesuch
properties(especiallystaticpropertieslikecomplexity,datatype
coercion, etc.), we believe that many interesting properties can only
be determinedby simulating the operationof the complete system.
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sensor is detected, the selector must undertake the appropriate error
recovery mechanism and choose an alternative method (if possible)
to produce the characteristic output vector. In addition, the selector
must determine if the control commands require the execution of a
different program to compute the characteristic output vector (i.e.,
whether dynamic reconfigurationis necessary).
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Flgure 2. Logical Sensor Specification Building Block:
The Logical Sensor
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LogicalSensorSpecificationsareusefulthenforanysystem
composedofseveralsensors,wheresensorreconfiguration
is
required, or where sensors mustbe actively controlled. The principle
motivations for Logical Sensor Specifications are the emergenceof
significantmultisensoranddynamicallycontrolledsystems,the
benefits of data abstraction, and the availability
of smartsensors.
(For more
the
on
various
aspects
of Logical
Sensors,
see [5, 4, 6,7,9,
101.) Related work includes that of Albus [ l ] on
hierarchicalcontrol,Bajcsyetal.
[2] on theGraphicalImage
Processing Language, Overton [15] on schemas,andChiu[3] on
functionallanguageandmultiprocessorimplementations.Foran
overview of multisensor integration, see Mitiche and
Aggawal [13].
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In exploring these issues, we have found that the specificationof
multisensor systems involves more than just sensorfeatures.Itis
true that knowledge must be available concerning sensors, but it is
essential to also be ableto describe algorithms which use the sensor
Figure i.General Components of a CAD-Based Robotics System data and the hardware on which they are executed. In addition, the
geometric knowledge provided by the CAD database helpsto focus
the synthesis of recognition and manipulation strategies. In the rest
LogicalSensorSpecifications(LSS)permitanimplementation
of thepaper,wedescribetheComponents
of anobject-based
independent descriptionof the required sensors and algorithms in a
approachtodevelopingaknowledgesystem
to supportthese
multisensorsystem.Figure
2 gives a pictorialdescription of the
requirements.
basic unit: alogical sensor.
I

I

Sensor data flows up through the currently executing program (one
of program,toprogram,)whoseoutputis
characterized by the
characteristic output vector. Control commands are accepted by the
confrol command interpreter whichthenissuestheappropriate
control commands to the Logical Sensors currently providing input to
the selected program. The programs 1 through n provide alternative
ways of producing the samecharacteristicoutputvector
for the
logicalsensor.Therole
of the selector is tomonitorthedata
produced by the currently
selected
program
and
the
control
commands. If failure of the program or a lower level input logical
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Anobject-basedstyle of programming requiresthatthelogical
sensor of Figure 2 be re-described in terms of objects and methods.
We shallnextgivethegeneralflavor
of thisstyle,but it must be
rememberedthatanyparticularsensorisactualiyaninstance
of
some object class, and, in fact, inherits properties from many levels
UP.
Each logical sensoris completely specified as an object with slots
for the logicai sensor name, selector function, and the logical sensor
description. There are also two methods defined on logical sensor

objects. In order to get data from a logical sensor, thecharacteristic
output vector method must be invoked. Likewise, to issue control
commands to the sensor(e.g., camera pan and tilt parameters), the
control commands methodmust be used. The role of the selector is
stillthe
same
as
in
previous
logical
sensor
implementations,
however, it now, in essence, is invoked to produce the characteristic
output vector.

Booleanoperations,such
as the intersection of twoarbitrary
surfaces.B-splinesareanidealdesigntool,theyaresimple,yet
powerful.Itisalsothecasethatmanycommonshapescanbe
represented exactly using rational B-splines. For example, all of the
common primitive shapes used in CSG systems fall intothis
category.

Sucharepresentationmakesitveryeasytodesignsensor
systems.Moreover,suchspecificationsallowforreplacement
of
sensors and dynamic reconfiguration by simply having the
selecfor
sendmessages todifferentobjects.Givencurrentobject-based
programming technology, such systems can be rapidly developed
and permit dynamic typechecking(on objects).

Other
advantages
include
good
computational
and
representational propertiesof the spline approximation: the variation
diminishing
property,
the
convex
hull
property
and
the
local
interpolation property. There are techniques for matching a splinerepresentedboundarycurveagainstrawdata.Althoughthefinal
result may be an approximation, it can be computed to any desired
precision (which permits nonuniform sampling).

Figure 3 shows the Multisensor Knowledge Base, and below the
dashedline,asetofparticularinstancesofvariousalgorithms,
sensors,etc.(drawnascircles).Alogicalsensorspecification
(indicated as a blocked insubset of the circles) defines a grouping of
algorithms,sensors,etc.Thisnewlycreatedlogicalsensorisan
instance of the logical sensor object and can be sent messages. As
mentioned above, there aretwo methods defined on logicalsensors:
the characteristic output vector method and the control commands
in
method. Thus,any logical sensorcanbedefinedrecursively
terms of other logical sensors (including itself).
Currently, our main Merest is in the automatic synthesis of logical

3. An Example Application: CAD-Based 2-D Vision
A simple example which demonstrates some of the power of the
Multisensor Knowledge System approach is that of CAD-Based 2-D
Vision.The goal is to automate visual inspection, recognition and
pose determination of parts using pattern recognition techniques on
features extracted from binary images. Figure 4 shows the scheme
pictorially.
The Multisensor Knowledge System stores knowledge about the
algorithms,sensors,processors,etc.Thisknowledge
is used by
applicationspecificrules.Thesystemstobesynthesizedhere
require that a model be created for the part to be inspected, and that
a robust and (perhaps) independent set of features be chosen along
with an appropriate distance metric.
AspecialVisionShapeEditor
(VSE) interfacewasaddedto
Alpha-1 for the class of parts in this application (2-D polygons with
circular or polygonal holes). VSE automatically generates a toolpath
for a5-axismill.Thepathisdisplayed(superimposedoverthe
designed object) upon exit from
VSE.
Thelowerleftsideofthefigureshows
theofflinetraining
component.Thenewpart
isdesignedusingVSE;thenasetof
images is rendered bythe CAGD system giving a sampleof various
viewsofthepartindifferentpositions,orientations,andscales.
These serve asa training set to the Multisensor
Knowledge System.

Figure 3. Logical Sensor Specification Using Object Instances

A set of rules (or productions) performs an analysis of the views
of
theparttoselectasubsetofthetotalsetofpossiblefeatures.
Featuresare used if theyarerobust,independentandreliable.
sensor specifications. Given @ CAD model of an object, we would
Once these features have been chosen, a new logical sensor object
like
to
synthesize
specific,
a
tailor-made
system
to
inspect,
is created whose only function is to recognize the given part based
recognize, locate or manipulate the object. Note that the synthesis
on an analysis of the selected features. The part detector is then
of alogicalsensorspecificationconsists,
forthemostpart,of
linkedintoaparticularapplication(e.g.,aninspectiontaskata
interconnecting instances of sensors and algorithms to perform the
specific
workcell) by sending a message to the appropriate camera.
task. This is done by writing the selector to invoke methods on other
logical sensors.Givencertainconstrainedproblems,mostnotably
As aspecificexample,considertheobjectshown
in Figure 5.
the CAD/CAM environment, sucha synthesis is possible.
This is the workpiece as designed using VSE. Figure 6 shows the
NC pathoverlaid on theobject.
Theobjectwasrenderedat
orientations of 0, 22.5 and 45 degrees(seeFigure 7),andthese
2.4. The Alpha-1 CAGD System
The
CAGD
design
system
that
we
use
Alpha-I,
is
an
imageswereanalyzed.
Astandardset of possiblefeatureswas
experimental solid modeling system developed at the University of
used for object modeling, including area, perimeter, etc., as well as
Utah. For the past few years the Computer Aided Geometric Design
the seven invariant moments given by Hu [12]. Figure 8 shows the
group has been involved in a concerted effort to build this advanced actual milled workpiece. It was milled asan island (in waxstock)
modeler.Alpha-1incorporatessculpturedsurfacesandembodies
and then sliced off. The model produced fromthe off-line analysisof
many theoretical andalgorithmicadvances.Itallows
in asingle
the rendered images is packaged into a distinctly executable object.
systembothhigh-qualitycomputergraphicsandfreeformsurface
representation and design.
The synthesized logical sensor object merely sends a message to
the segment program for Camera 1 (a Fairchild 3000 CCD camera,
It usesarationalpolynomialsplinerepresentation
of arbitrary
see Figure 9),then sends a message to each of the features used,
degree to represent the basic shapes of the models. The rational
thensendsamessagetothedistancefunctionobjectwiththe
B-spline includes all spline polynomial representations for which the
appropriate
weights.
The
system
has
been
implemented
in
denominatoristrivial.Nontrivialdenominatorsleadto
all conic
FROBS [I41 (FRames and OBjectS, a system which supports frame
curves. Alpha-1 uses the
Oslo algorithm for computing discrete Bobjectsand is implementedinCommonLisp)usingobjectsand
splines.
Subdivision,
effected
by the Oslo algorithm,
supports
methods. The feature calculations are performed by running C code
called from within the instances of the feature objects. Recognition
various
capabilities
including
the
computation
associated
with
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experimentshavebeensuccessfullyrunonseveraldesignedand
milledobjects.Futureworkincludestheincorporation
of more
robust recognition schemes, e.g., Local Feature Focus.
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Figure 7. Example Workpiece Renderedat Three Orientations

7Result

Figure 4. Synthesis of NC Path and Part Detector

jgg

Figure 8. Milled Workpiece

Figure 5 . An Example Workpiece Design

Figure 6. NC Path Overlaid on Workpiece Design

Figure 9. An Imageof Actual Sceneto be Analyzed
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4. Summary and Future Work
CAD-basedroboticsoffersmanyadvantagesforthedesign,
construction,
and
simulation
robotics
of
systems.
We
have
described many of those. We are currently working on CAD-Based
3-D vision system. That is, we are developing a set
of rules which
will evaluate the 3-D geometry and function
ofany part designed
withthe Alpha-1CAGDsystem.
In thisway,weakrecognition
methods can be avoided and specially tailored logical sensor objects
can be synthesized automatically. Another area of current research
interestisthesimulationofmultisensorsystems.Webelievethat
our approach can lead to very natural, straightforward, and useful
simulationswhichcanincludenativecoderunningonthetarget
processors.Finally,wearealsoinvestigatingtheorganizationof
knowledge in the Multisensor Knowledge Base. Certain structuring
of the datamay leadto improved or simplified analysis.
Acknowledgment: We would like to thank the Alpha-1 group for
their cooperation in this project, and in particular, Russ Fish for his
technical assistance.
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